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to be fair, the w700 doesn't put up a fight against desktop windows or linux systems, but even
the s7 was able to edge it out, and given the hardware similarities, that's not a great indication

of what you can expect from the w700 when you're actually using it for everyday tasks. but what
about performance when it does have to play catch-up, such as when you're using a windows 8.1
app that needs to be updated to the latest version? in our testing, the w700's scores were good,
if not stellar, and in many cases it was better than most of its windows 8.1 competition, but its
atom processors never seemed to be able to keep up when running windows apps that have
gotten much more demanding over the past year. in our tests, the w700's 4gb of ram never

seemed to be a problem, but it did struggle with a number of games, most notably the ancient
but still rather popular angry birds, and even those which were on the site's "supported" list. at

$1,000, the w700 has one of the higher prices among windows 8 and windows 8.1 tablets, but its
performance and size make it worth the money for many. though its touch interface is usable
and flexible, we don't think that's enough to justify a $1,000 price tag, and we're certainly not

sure that anyone who is hoping to use a windows 8 system with touchscreen capabilities is going
to be happy with acer's decision to make the w700 a hybrid tablet / laptop. but for the right
person, the w700 is a remarkably capable windows 8 machine that will last a long time on a

charge. and when you factor in its price, the w700 really is one of the best value options in the
windows tablet market.
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